#6 Ithaca 30 – Wesleyan 12

125 LB: Ferdinand Mase (ITHACA) def. Zack Murillo (WESLEYAN) | DEC: 11-4
133 LB: Tito Colom (ITHACA) def. Tristan Stetson (WESLEYAN) | DEC: 5-1
141 LB: Chris Wymer (ITHACA) receives forfeit
149 LB: Shane Ross (WESLEYAN) def. Demitri D’Orsaneo (ITHACA) | DEC: 9-8
157 LB: Jawan Jones (ITHACA) def. Aaron Goldman (WESLEYAN) | FALL: 4:03
165 LB: Roy Forys (WESLEYAN) def. Austin Whitney (ITHACA) | DEC: 6-4
174 LB: Marco Gaita (WESLEYAN) def. Eze Chukwuezi (ITHACA) | DEC: 6-5
184 LB: Jake Ashcraft (ITHACA) def. Duncan Kreutter (WESLEYAN) | FALL: 1:17
197 LB: Simon Chee (WESLEYAN) def. Dalton Elias (ITHACA) | DEC: 10-4
285 LB: Jake O’Brien (ITHACA) def. Harrison Karp (WESLEYAN) | FALL: 3:09

SUNY Oneonta 24 – Wesleyan 15

125 LBS: Murillo (WESLEYAN) def. Smith (ONEONTA) | DEC 5-4
133 LBS: Daouk (WESLEYAN) def. Desousa (ONEONTA) | FALL 5:50
141 LBS: Chu (ONEONTA) def. Stetson (WESLEYAN) | DEC 4-0
149 LBS: Brazinski (ONEONTA) def. Ross (WESLEYAN) | DEC 3-2
157 LBS: Murphy (ONEONTA) def. Goldman (WESLEYAN) | TF 16-1
165 LBS: Foyers (WESLEYAN) def. Marrone (ONEONTA) | DEC 6-2
174 LBS: Gaita (WESLEYAN) def. Mansman (ONEONTA) | DEC 7-3
184 LBS: Marszal (ONEONTA) def. Krutter (WESLEYAN) | DEC 12-3
197 LBS: Pjetri (ONEONTA) def. Chee (WESLEYAN) | DEC 4-3
285 LBS: Bethel( ONEONTA) def. Verespy (WESLEYAN) | FALL 0:49
Williams 18 – Wesleyan 16

125 LB: Zack Murillo (WESLEYAN) def. David Yeh (WILLIAMS) | SV-1: 5-3

133 LB: Ben Morton (WILLIAMS) def. Amir Daouk (Wesleyan) | DEC: 12-6

141 LB: Joseph Rossetti (WILLIAMS) def. Tristan Stetson (Wesleyan) | FALL: 4:45

149 LB: Shane Ross (Wesleyan) def. Alex Pankhurst (WILLIAMS) | DEC: 3-2

157 LB: Brendan Kiernan (WILLIAMS) def. Aaron Goldman (Wesleyan) | DEC: 8-4

165 LB: Roy Forys (WESLEYAN) def. Yo Akiyama (WILLIAMS) | MD: 10-2

174 LB: Tariq Grissom (WILLIAMS) def. Marco Gaita (WESLEYAN) | DEC: 11-5


197 LB: Simon Chee (WESLEYAN) def. Bennett Caplin (WILLIAMS) | MD: 14-3

285 LB: Sebastian Dziadkiewicz (WILLIAMS) def. Harrison Karp (WESLEYAN) | DEC: 3-1